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Facilitation is a common
word used in a variety of
different contexts. However,
‘being a facilitator’ for a
group and ‘facilitating
meetings/events’ requires
key skills and a deep
knowledge of the principles
and concepts involved.
Consider the challenges faced in today’s
busy resource constrained working
environments and ask yourself:

• Have you ever been to an event,
workshop or even a meeting where the
objectives and outcomes weren’t well
understood and staff walk away cynical
of the value achieved?

• Have you ever wondered how some
organisations struggle to achieve timely
outcomes forgetting the need for a
lengthy time consuming multiple
meetings?

• Why do scheduled meetings take longer
than expected?

• How can you be sure your message has
been heard?

• How effective are you at hearing and
providing feedback in your daily life?

• How do we effectively use the skills and
experience of different personalities
within our team or across functional
teams?

• Ever spent time brainstorming on a
whiteboard to find out you have become
the owner of that element?

• Can the meeting room hinder outcomes
and group dynamics?

Who Should Attend
The certification is relevant to all sectors and
types of situations where people come
together to tackle issues, resolve
organisational problems and develop
effective solutions.  The target audience
includes all those with a role in organisational
development, project, IT and change
management:

• Anyone who finds themselves driving
workshops or meetings

• Staff who find themselves in a business
relationship management position

• Team leads and Managers

• Organisations that really want to
improve workshop/meeting outcomes

Learning Outcomes
• Gain the skills and expertise to become

an effective facilitator, capable of
operating in a wide variety of situations.

• Develop an understanding of a structure
and framework to help you introduce a
facilitated approach to improvement,
innovation and change in an
organisation.

• Learn a wide range of practical and
usable tools and techniques, which can
help facilitate groups to handle
uncertainty, and provide processes to
enable the group to solve problems and
develop answers to key questions.

• Manage project team members and
enable them to identify key issues.

• Develop robust solutions through
creative thinking and effective selection
of options.

• Launch projects effectively by defining
the objectives and key outcomes of a
project or programme.

• Complement all other professional
qualifications by learning skills which
produce results faster and more
effectively.

Course Contents
Day 1 – Introduction and the Elements
of Facilitation

• Determine what is ‘Format’

• Unearth what is Task and Process

• Review primary roles – Task Leader’s
and Facilitator’s

• Understand Process Iceberg® Model

• Process Models and Tools: Feedback
Model and SPO

• A look at Myers Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI®)

• Working with Tools:
Clustering/Linking/Out of the Box/ Yes
..and?

Day 2 – Detailed Breakdown of Models,
Process and Tools

• Process Iceberg® Review Model and
examples

• Review Models and Tools, their
application and types; Data collection,
Prioritisation and Implementation

• Action Planning and Developing an
Agenda Process

• Facilitating the Event

• How many facilitators do I need

• Contracted Roles of the Facilitator and
the Group

Day 3 – Process Maturity and
Facilitator Profiles and Exam Prep

• Review of ‘Hamburg Research –
Symptom Cause Action’

• The Process Iceberg® Meeting/
Workshop Model

• Process Iceberg® Organisational Model

• Look at a Facilitator’s Profile

• Foundation exam
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